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APPROVAL PROJECT BRIEF
To be filled in by the chair of the supervisory team.
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CHECK STUDY PROGRESS
To be filled in by the SSC E&SA (Shared Service Center, Education & Student Affairs), after approval of the project brief by the Chair. 
The study progress will be checked for a 2nd time just before the green light meeting.
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• Does the project fit within the (MSc)-programme of
the student (taking into account, if described, the
activities done next to the obligatory MSc specific
courses)?

• Is the level of the project challenging enough for a
MSc IDE graduating student?

• Is the project expected to be doable within 100
working days/20 weeks ?

• Does the composition of the supervisory team
comply with the regulations and fit the assignment ?

FORMAL APPROVAL GRADUATION PROJECT
To be filled in by the Board of Examiners of IDE TU Delft. Please check the supervisory team and study the parts of the brief marked **.  
Next, please assess, (dis)approve and sign this Project Brief, by using the criteria below.
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Procedure: APPROVED NOT APPROVED
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name date signature- -
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Please state the title of your graduation project (above) and the start date and end date (below). Keep the title compact and simple. 
Do not use abbreviations. The remainder of this document allows you to define and clarify your graduation project. 

project title

INTRODUCTION **
Please describe, the context of your project, and address the main stakeholders (interests) within this context in a concise yet 
complete manner. Who are involved, what do they value and how do they currently operate within the given context? What are the 
main opportunities and limitations you are currently aware of (cultural- and social norms, resources (time, money,...), technology, ...). 

space available for images / figures on next page

start date - - end date- -
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Michelle Geerlings
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PROBLEM DEFINITION  **
Limit and define the scope and solution space of your project to one that is manageable within one Master Graduation Project of 30 
EC (= 20 full time weeks or 100 working days) and clearly indicate what issue(s) should be addressed in this project.

ASSIGNMENT **
State in 2 or 3 sentences what you are going to research, design, create and / or generate, that will solve (part of) the issue(s) pointed 
out in “problem definition”. Then illustrate this assignment by indicating what kind of solution you expect and / or aim to deliver, for 
instance: a product, a product-service combination, a strategy illustrated through product or product-service combination ideas, ... . In 
case of a Specialisation and/or Annotation, make sure the assignment reflects this/these.
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PLANNING AND APPROACH **
Include a Gantt Chart (replace the example below - more examples can be found in Manual 2) that shows the different phases of your 
project, deliverables you have in mind, meetings, and how you plan to spend your time. Please note that all activities should fit within 
the given net time of 30 EC = 20 full time weeks or 100 working days, and your planning should include a kick-off meeting, mid-term 
meeting, green light meeting and graduation ceremony. Illustrate your Gantt Chart by, for instance, explaining your approach, and 
please indicate periods of part-time activities and/or periods of not spending time on your graduation project, if any, for instance 
because of holidays or parallel activities. 

start date - - end date- -

Michelle Geerlings

Michelle Geerlings
01-04-2020

Michelle Geerlings
01 - 09 - 2020
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MOTIVATION AND PERSONAL AMBITIONS
Explain why you set up this project, what competences you want to prove and learn. For example: acquired competences from your 
MSc programme, the elective semester, extra-curricular activities (etc.) and point out the competences you have yet developed. 
Optionally, describe which personal learning ambitions you explicitly want to address in this project, on top of the learning objectives 
of the Graduation Project, such as: in depth knowledge a on specific subject, broadening your competences or experimenting with a 
specific tool and/or methodology, ... . Stick to no more than five ambitions.

FINAL COMMENTS
In case your project brief needs final comments, please add any information you think is relevant. 
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	Project Title: Design for Learning: A structural approach to Ethical AI adoption
	Project start date dd: 1
	Project start date mm: 4
	Project start date yyyy: 2020
	Project end date dd: 1
	Project end date mm: 9
	Project end date yyyy: 2020
	Project Introduction: The research will be conducted for the AI (policy) team of the Ministry of Justice and Security. The team is founded as of February 2020 with their mission to supervise the AI development and create a regulatory framework for ethical AI adoption.

The main challenge is that current legislation can't keep up with technological advancements by the market. The rise of unethical AI applications draws urgency to the need for laws and regulation to protect the human rights of citizens (i.e. new articles of ethnic profiling at tax authorities, court decision to quit SyRi, the recently published EU whitepaper on ethical AI). In addition, criminality has taken a more digital role (i.e. cybercrime, identity theft, fraud) and the executing organizations (e.g. the court, the police) can't keep up with the digitalization pace to safeguard public safety. The government collects a vast amount of digital data on a daily basis and AI applications show potential to overcome the bureaucratic ties public organizations are caught up in. AI can assist police work in pro-active criminal activity prediction, real-time criminal activity detection, and time consuming manual activities such as filtering relevant information out of large datasets. However, AI can also be used for criminal purposes to detect weak spots in security systems and the unfamiliarity of the risks and impact on people's' lives rises AI anxiety among citizens. Considering the use of algorithms on data brings about its legal, ethical and regulatory challenges. The use of data must take into account concerns regarding data security, potential issues caused by bias and protect human rights (i.e. privacy).

So, there is a need to structurally approach the adoption of new technology. MinJenV needs to get familiar with and learn from AI experiments to understand the risks involved, to take full advantage of the added value AI could provide, and to create a regulatory framework for ethical AI adoption. 
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	Project Problem: Design challenge:
How can AI experiments enable the formulation of policies for ethical AI applications?

1. What is the added value of AI experiments for MinJenV?
2. What are necessary building blocks to enable an optimal AI experimentation space?
3. What can the MinJenV AI team offer to policymakers to formulate policies on the development of ethical AI applications?

	Project Assignment in 3: Design an agile framework for experimental learning with tools to demystify the desirability of AI, to support policymakers in formulating policies for ethical AI applications. 
	Project Assignment Elaboration: The common challenges in the collaboration of policymakers and executing parties regarding AI experiments will be analyzed through several use-cases. A framework illustrated through supporting tools for Min JenV towards developing ethical AI applications will be proposed. The solution should comply with the EU commission ethical regulations and enable mutual learning for the involved parties.


Limitations:
The experiments will be researched by use-cases where AI is used to help police teams in detecting criminal activity. (SBIR and the Police AI lab)
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	Planning Gantt: 
	Planning Elaboration: A break from 4 - 8 May. A week holidays from 20-24 July (Nijmeegse Vierdaagse) and in case the graduation date needs to be postponed, a week holidays from 24-28 August (Global Finals of the KPMG Ideation Challenge). If these events are cancelled due to the coronavirus, they can still be regarded as days off.

Q1 will be answered via a literature study, desktop research, input sessions and an empirical analysis.
Q2 will be answered looking at 4 use-cases where AI is used at the police (3x SBIR and 1x Police AI lab), by conducting expert interviews and generative tools. And input sessions.
Q3: will be answered via expert interviews, input session with AI team, external brainstorm session, iteration and 2 validation sessions.


	Project Motivation: Personal motivation:
- seize opportunity to delve into research on AI technology and its related challenges
- learn to understand the political context and organizational complexity of large public organizations
- unique opportunity to create impact on large scale for a societal challenge regarding my role in the AI team
- identify and show the added value of an industrial designer in a new environment (no previous IDE collaboration before)
- show power of Design Thinking (and visualizations) in text-driven organization 

Design competences:
- being able to apply design methods in research
- making insights representable and a supporting tool for collaboration
- apply creative facilitation skills in practice
- dare to choose methods, iterate quickly and embrace feedback
- minimize limitation of research caused by conducting thesis from remote
- create alignment in communication with involved stakeholders, and maintain true to own design beliefs. 
- find a good balance between health and work, by indicating boundaries in time and not overworking.

Personal development:
- Don't let ambition enable own unrealistic expectations and planning
- Find peace in the unknown and intangible process by trusting my intuition. 
- Find confidence in my own decisions without continuous confirmation from others
- Preservation of holistic perspective on thesis
- Not only the outcome weighs in pride, but the road towards it weighs equally. 
	Project Final Comments: 


